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combat review [from where]: "pay attention" and disregard those that don't "pay attention" to you 

unless it's demonstrated to you for a reason of comprehension such as in cues of who to disengage from: 

[as also demonstrated from recent real life cues] 

 and on such determinant cue: when to actually " ... pull- away ..." as the title cue command suggests 

and directs 

The "pull- away..." implies use of a weapon which also implies use of a weapon illicitly in what the actual 

meaning of illicit is [and perhaps not what might be defined in public or elsewhere as illicit; as a 

review, … how to actually qualify and validate what is illicit versus not so.] 

There is also the reference to implication of deeper combat applications: such as, criminal fixations; and 

then how these are directed in the direction of reform; and those that can't reform 
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The problem on-going that doesn't match especially my generation: is the desperation presumed that 

women in this generation and not just women pretending to be in this generation through digital 

enhancement experience for romantic relationships; especially straight romantic relationships; ... so this 

implies instead a different fragment: gay romantic relationships and-or asexual [i.e. non-sexual] same 

gender friendships and-or a double, and even triple and higher quantity fragment: a gay romantic 

relationship from a previous generation is perhaps more likely given the lack of connection to this 

actualized's generation  

 

The obvious review of the incorporated video as cited below: 

   the main emblem is the option of rape is now part at whichever actual time corresponding cue to 

these versions of romantic relationships [and this is not meant in homophobic meaning but and and also 

translates to the now straight or seemingly seen straight dynamic and also asexual (non-sexual) 

dynamic]; and this is cue to how to catch such attempted and-or sequentially attempted rapes which is 

translated to "text" exchanges that are used as cues of either completed rape caught; and-or initial and 

sequential attempts  

theme: I’m highly offended by what you said, especially about Elsa.  

[and this is where I left off] 

Source, citation: Email list, E. Stone, He pulls away when he's lost this... 

as accessed on 82418 & also this video as accessed through the same citation: 

https://www.textchemistry.com/video/welcome.php as also accessed on 82518 

 

 


